[Illness in the arts of late antiquity: some aspects of a Christian iconographic programme].
Nowadays concepts of Art are quite different from those of Antiquity. For instance, the healing ex votos which were sculpted in wood and dedicated to Sequana in the IIIrd century were undoubtedly seen as crude works: today, they are considered as expressions of popular arts, just like african statues. If art is defined by an esthetic purpose, and not only pragmatic, we can see no trace of sicks in the arts of Late Antiquity. There are only some examples in christian art, where Jesus' healing miracles are illustrated. Their iconographic representation doesn't dissociate illness from healing. This fact is highly representative of a christian iconographic programme, linking illness to carnal condition and healing to salvation. So, the arts of Late Antiquity teach us almost anything about disease, but very much about the perception of it and its pastoral use.